
THE CREATIVE GENTLEMAN
D I G I T A L  I N F L U E N C E R

ABOUT THE CREATIVE GENTLEMAN
Oneil is passionate about style and photography and his

infectious personality breathes positivity into his audience. He

effortlessly mixes different style mediums together in a

cohesive way.  

 

Because of this, he has gained recognition in publications

around the world and received invitations to participate in many

influencer campaigns with some of the top brands in the

fashion industry.  

SERVICES & PACKAGES

BRAND AMBASSADOR:
Three-month partnership with brand mentions spaced

throughout 

5 high resolution photos for your brand to use in future

promotions 

5 or more dedicated Instagram posts with brand tagged in

caption and photo 

5 or more Instagram story posts with brand tagged 

ACTIVATOR PACKAGE:
One-month partnership with brand mentions spaced

throughout 

3 high resolution photos for your brand to use in future

promotions 

3 dedicated Instagram posts with brand tagged in caption

and photo 

3 Instagram story posts with brand tagged 

ENDORSEMENT PACKAGE:
A single post featuring my experience with your product 

1 high resolution photo for your brand to us in future

promotions  

1 dedicated Instagram post with brand tagged in caption

and photo 

1 Instagram story posts with brand tagged 



THE CREATIVE GENTLEMAN

District of Columbia, Maryland, Virginia •301-801-6693 

thecreativegentleman@gmail.com • www.thecreativegentleman.net

TESTIMONIALS

"NYC was still reeling from its latest heatwave, which led to a

lot of guys operating a strict open-shirt policy. Regardless of

where your position lies on undoing more than two buttons, we

can all agree that the main event here is a seriously strong

printed co-ord. It takes a confident man to wear head-to-toe

print, but fashion favours the brave and this dude has been duly

rewarded. He gets extra glory for the addition of a contrasting

neon cap. 

▬ 5 WAVY LOOKS FROM NEW YORK FASHION WEEK, Asos

"This is what TAFT is all about...being bold, taking risks, and 

expressing yourself. @thecreativegentleman always keeps it 

fresh...better believe he is catching when he passes."

▬ Taft

"When is comes to style and men's fashion, O'neil definitely 

knows how to pair pieces from every spectrum. His looks are 

effortless and well thought out. This man knows that styling is 

one of the most important parts of a man's outfit. "

▬ Diego Downtown

INSTAGRAM STATS

Average Likes - 1000+ 

Average Comments - 152+ 

Impressions - 20k+

STATISTICS

703+ 7k+


